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Sung

Ruhn in Frieden alle Seelen
Die vollbracht em banges Quªlen

Die vollendet sugen Traum
Lebenssatt geboren kaum

Aus der Welt hinüberschieden
Alle Seelen ruhn in Frieden

CULTURE WARS

May 24 1999 Kingston Fletcher

The Chairman of the Fine Arts Fund campaign
received the bad news as he was driving down the 9th

fairway in golf cart at Ponta Verdra Florida It

was April 28 1990 just over nine years ago The

voice on the other end of the line was Carl Lindner

He said he was unable to support the Campaign

personally and through his various companies due to his

opposition to the exhibit at the Contemporary Arts

Center His stance put large hole in the Fine Arts

Fund drive leaving it $250000 short of its goal with

only days left If the shortfall could not be made

up it would be the first time in thirty plus years
that the target would not be met

The Lindner decision raised the ire of the

business community They felt that no one individual

was going to derail this traditional and successful

campaign that provided essential support not only for

the Contemporary Arts Center but also for the other

seven major arts organizations in the city Symphony

Opera Playhouse Ballet Art Museum etc. The drive

chairman left for the Queen City the next day
determined to close the funding gap

What brought about this state of affairs The

potential donor although man who shunned publicity

was known for his philanthropy How could he be so at
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odds with the rest of the citys business leaders The
reason was that two cultural groups with widely
divergent values were clashing and neither one was
prepared to back down

The furor lay in the show Robert Mapplethorpe
the Perfect Moment that was running for six weeks from
early-April to mid-May 1990 at the Contemporary Arts
Center It consisted of 175 photos by talented
photographer with big reputation in the modern art
world The majority of the shots were mix of faces
torsos and flowers The problem lay with five
blatantly homoerotic depictions plus two of children in
various stages of undress The artist had insisted
that these be included in the touring exhibit that
included Cincinnati as he was succumbing to AIDS one
year earlier It was his way of thumbing his nose at
traditional American values and seeking to impose from
the grave his idea of what should now be acceptable in
the art world Who was this man who was stirring such
strong passions

Robert Mapplethorpe was born November 1946 and
raised in the middle class neighborhood of Floral Park
Queens in New York City The place looked like the
one inhabited by the fictional Archie Bunker of the old
TV series All In The Family1 with row on row of
identical brick houses Harry Mapplethorpe and his
wife Joan brought up their six children there Father
Harry was staunch Catholic ushering at Mass every
Sunday He never voted for Democrat and was long
time member of the National Rifle Association

The father did not sense anything extraordinary
about Robert as child He described him as typical
of any boy He was in scouting in Little League
Baseball Then when he was in high school he got into
ROTC He had lot of buddies around the neighborhood
and he played like any kid He gave us no problems
whatsoever Robert also was good student and
finished junior high in two years He dated girls He
went to the prom

But Robert started to change once he entered
college at sixteen enrolling at the Pratt Institute in
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Brooklyn where he majored in advertising design He

never lived at home again

think its the group of people he was with
said the father in trying to explain his sons behavior

after he moved to Manhattan When he got into this

homosexual business think he felt he couldnt

divulge it to the family Although suspected it for

some time my wife would say no no She wouldnt

accept my word for it She would disagree with me and

wouldnt pursue it In any case Robert scarcely

visited When he did there had been transformation

into black-leather-clad New York Bohemian

When older brother Richard suddenly died of cancer

within weeks of 1986 diagnosis most of the siblings

went to the funeral Not Robert The family wasnt

surprised Hed been absent for years When his

parents did call he brushed them off He never came

home and they never ventured to Manhattan When

Roberts former lover best friend and partner Sam

Wagstaff died of AIDS in 1986 his parents had never

even heard of him

But the avant garde world of photographic art had

certainly heard of Robert Once he opted for

homosexual life style he plunged into all its aspects

of sadomasochism referred to in shorthand by the

modern art experts as SM He considered painting
and sculpture as too slow too boring and took up

photography as his metier starting in 1970

He began with Polaroid camera with stark black

and white shots His avowed aim was to make

pornography into an art form In addition he

specialized in flowers portraits and nudes But it

was his pornography that made him famous and something

special in the modern art world

By the time he himself contracted AIDS in 1987
he was renowned Most of his money went to establish

the Mapplethorpe Foundation to promote the arts and

AIDS research

While Mapplethorpe was going downhill physically
he put his final efforts into selecting collection of
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his works that would tour six American cities The
director of the Institute of Contemporary Art at the

University of Pennsylvania was the curator for the
show It contained many of his pictures that had
appeared shortly before at the Whitney Museum of Modern
Art in New York City And thats where the Cincinnati
connection began

In early 1988 the director of our Contemporary
Arts Center Dennis Barrie happened to be in New York
and saw the Whitney exhibit He described it as being
Ticontemporary challenging and true to life

Barrie is the second major player in this drama
He was born in the Cleveland area in 1947 and was
almost the same age as Mapplethorpe In 1969 he
received BA in Liberal arts from Oberlin College and
stayed on for another year to obtain Masters in
American Cultural History good job at the
Smithsonian in Washington awaited him where he worked
until 1982 In 1983 he came to Cincinnati as director
of the Contemporary Arts Center One of his employees
recalled him as child of the Sixties Shortly
after Barrie saw the Mapplethorpe show in New York
cancellation in the Arts Center schedule left hole in
the calendar for the Spring of 1990

Barrie got on the phone with associates around the

country to fill the gap He talked to peer in

Philadelphia and learned that work was underway on

traveling version of the Mapplethorpe pictures Barrie
expressed interest and brought the exhibit to the
attention of his Exhibition committee in their Fall
1988 meeting As is normal in such cases the
committee rubber stamped the Directors recommendation
and the show was booked for April-May 1990 Memories
are hazy about this period but its generally agreed
that the board was not then made aware of and not shown
the pictures that triggered the controversy

But Barrie knew what they represented and was
willing even anxious to expose the community to this
cutting edge exhibit The show was to open first at

the Corcoran Museum in Washington D.C in July 1989
Somehow the office of Senator Jesse Helms of North
Carolina was made aware of the homoerotic pictures and
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the fact that the tour was being partially underwritten

by $30000 grant from the federally funded National

Endowment for the Arts This was an explosive mixture

that Helms brought to the attention of his colleagues

and countrymen from the floor of the Senate in June
1989 Pressure against the exhibit began building

inside the Beltway Since the Corcoran also received

money from Congress for normal operations its board

was doubly concerned Two weeks before it was to open
they cancelled the show Now the uproar was heard from

the artistic community crying censorship and

infringement of First Amendment rights of free

speech1 An interim solution shifted the exhibit to

less prestigious Washington address The ire of the

complaining artists was concentrated on the beleaguered
artistic director leading to her resignation from the

Corcoran She was not the first to lose her job as the

cultural war escalated

The debate over the National Endowment For The

Arts its purpose and its funding rolled on The

agency created under the administration of Richard

Nixon in 1972 had often been questioned Why did

America have to emulate European countries with

government arts handouts when generous approach

already existed in the form of tax deductibility for

gifts to non-profit arts organizations benefit not

available in Europe Moreover was it the function of

the American taxpayers to support the arts
particularly when the clientele represented very
small and usually very wealthy minority of citizens
The NEA came up for renewal every five years and was

due for reauthorization in the Summer of 1990 Helms

began an aggressive attack on the institution and its

practices

Usually any NEA monies would pay for relatively

small share of the total expense Yet such grant had

intrinsic value in allowing artistic organizations to

secure other funds from the general public

The rumblings from Washington were clearly heard

throughout the art world Dennis Barrie recalled being

at conference of art museum directors in Providence
Rhode Island in June 1989 Some 150 were present and

shocked when the announcement was made that the
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Corcoran was canceling the Mapplethorpe Upon his
return to Cincinnati there was meeting of the CACs
executive committee that July Barrie expressed the
view that the show should go on pointing out that

Mapplethorpe was well-respected artist He raised
the issue of cultural integrity for the exhibit as
whole and also urged that no change read deletion be
made that would undermine the integrity of the
institution The board concurred

Warning signs of trouble came from another source
The annual meeting of the American Council For The Arts
was held in Dayton Ohio in August 1989 Cincinnati
Fine Arts Fund representatives were alerted that the

Mapplethorpe show would be coming to the Queen City and
to expect difficulties

Smelling story the Cincinnati Post Visual Arts
reporter went to cities where the exhibit was already
on display Cincinnati was the next to last stop on
city tour His reporting helped to raise the

temperature in the Queen City By now many trustees
of the Contemporary Arts Center were being grilled by
their friends in both business and social settings as
to why and how the CAC could be putting on such show

While the word was out that the Mapplethorpe had
some raw pictures the vast majority of the trustees
were in the dark And it would be only after they had
committed the Art Center to definitely pursue the
exhibit that they would see distorted view of the
controversial material Some of the pictures that
would surprise them later were as follows

self-portrait of Mapplethorpe with
bullwhip protruding from his rectum

One man holding his penis while urinating
into another mans open mouth

man sticking large cylinder up his own
re turn

close-up of man sticking finger up his

penis
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mans fist and arm to the forearm in

another mans rectum

man hanging upside down nude with arms

and legs chained while another man was

fondling the nude mans genitals

In addition there were two pictures of

children one boy and one girl each about 10

years old focusing on or displaying their

genitals

At this point new player in the drama took

center stage His name was Chad Wick He was 47

year old banker who had originally worked in Cincinnati

for Dayton-based banking group before joining the

Southern Ohio Bank where he had risen to Chief

Executive Officer When that bank was purchased by

Central Trust in 1985 he moved into the new

organization as executive vice president

The wife of the CEO of that bank was very active

in modern art circles She owned an art store on

Fourth Street and was on the board of the CAC As

often happens Wick was ITencouragedh by the bank to go

on the board of the Contemporary Arts Center Placing

their executives in such positions is often done in

Cincinnati as noblesse oblige on the part of local

business leaders In 1987 he moved up to chairman of

the Arts Center board

While it was normal practice for the director to

circulate samples of items in upcoming exhibits for

board information Barrie did not do this for

Mapplethorpe Instead he told Wick There was

nothing out of the ordinary in the show This could

be interpreted as either an outright falsehood or

commentary on Barries own sense of values The truth

probably lies somewhere in between However the board

members felt reassurance because the show had the

prestige of being displayed earlier at the Whitney in

New York

The first hint of trouble was the blowup at the

Corcoran in Washington This coincided with the work

ITpiss Christ by Andres Serrano It was also NEA
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supported consisting of crucifix submerged in
clear container filled with the artists urine These
two events garnered lots of publicity and led to Jesse
Helms initial speech on the floor of the Senate
against NEA renewal

Chairman Wick then asked Who has seen these

pictures One person who had seen many but not all in
New York was the wife of his boss the bank CEO She
stated they were modern art and theoretically
acceptable Another board member distinguished
local lawyer caught the touring exhibit with his wife
in another city They reported that Mapplethorpe was
phenomenal photographer and they were not opposed to
the material But Wick felt that contingency plan
was in order

He set up an ad hoc committee consisting of the

then Vice Mayor the Bishop of the Episcopal church
leading Afro-American Baptist minister and marketing
manager from Procter Gamble along with himself and
Barrie The group met three times in the Fall of 1989
and discussed various what ifs It was only then
that they actually saw xeroxed copies of the

inflammatory shots But the size was very small
and the reproduction fuzzy

In net none of the committee members could make
out clearly what was in the photographs Barrie
described them to Wick as tough challenging and
window on the gay world of the sixties and seventies
From his viewpoint the CAC was fulfilling its purpose
of bringing cutting edge art to broaden the culture of
Cincinnatis citizens

By December 1989 four months before the show was
to open decision was made by the ad hoc committee to
wall off the five questionable pictures Barrie was
reluctant but went along with the decision This meant
that they would be displayed separately in room
protected by guard to ensure that no minors could
enter The hope was that this would ward off problems

At an Arts Center board meeting at that time the

possibility of cancelling Mapplethorpe was discussed
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but by unanimous decision the members agreed to

proceed This was done in the atmosphere of the

national debate on freedom of the arts and the dangers
of thought police as represented by so-called

lireactionaries like Senator Helms

At about the same time another group in town took

decision to do everything in its power to publicize
the Mapplethorpe material and to take legal action and

apply economic pressure to try to stop the exhibit

This organization was and still is the Citizens for

Community Values It was founded in the early 1980s

by volunteers who sought to restrict x-rated video

shops and peddlers of pornography in the seven county

area The founders consulted with and obtained the

backing of prominent Presbyterian minister and

Archbishop Bernadin of the Catholic Church

Their major efforts were designed to encourage
and educate law enforcement officials of existing
statutes in order to curb obscenity In short time
they built up mailing list of 16000 in the tn-state
area and established chapters in seven nearby counties
each with its own advisory board Their mantra was

that Cincinnati was different from other parts of the

country with respect to pornography and they wished to

keep it that way They based their opposition on the

Tcommunity standards decision of the U.S Supreme
Court

Unlike the board members of the Arts Center the

Citizens group was fully aware of all the details on

the Mapplethorpe And they were well up on Supreme
Court rulings one of which stated that silence is

acceptance

They saw the issue as larger than the show itself

It was matter of preserving the quality of life in

Cincinnati Acceptance of the Mapplethorpe was viewed

as another step in the degradation of American values

as exemplified in the coarsening of movies TV rap
music lyrics etc Thus was born an aggressive stance

and policy against the CAC its financial supporters
and the show itself
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Leading the charge was twenty-seven year old
graduate of the University of Dayton Law School named
Monty Lobb He believed in his cause and found
significant support

third event coincided with the decisions by the
Arts Center to proceed and by the Community Values

group to oppose and that was the start of the Fine
Arts Fund drive for 1990

The Cincinnati Institute of Fine Arts was founded
in 1949 to raise money for the major arts groups in the

city The technique was similar to that of the United
Way i.e obtain one pledge and one payment from
corporations and individuals rather than having each
arts group badger prospective supporters for its own
purposes Few cities in the country have such an

approach and the Cincinnati effort has been considered
model The fund drive has consistently hit its

targets and represents 10% to 30% of each participating
organizations budget annually In effect the Fine
Arts Fund provides very solid base that makes the
difference between financial success or failure for
each of its eight groups

The campaign for 1990 had goal of $5100000
The four month drive ran from January through the end
of April and it was evident early on that this would
be no normal fundraising effort

By mid-February the opposition to the

Mapplethorpe was full-blown The initial skirmishing
had been through the media There the anti
Mapplethorpe forces gained victory through
supporting editorial in the Enquirer On the other
hand the Arts Center secured backing from television
editorial on Channel by then newscaster Jerry
Springer The press needed little prodding and soon
was in full cry

An obvious target in the battle was the funding
base of the Arts Center After all this was how the
Corcoran in Washington succumbed to pressure and
pulled the show The Fine Arts Fund supplied 30% of
the Arts Center annual budget So it became prime
target but not the only one
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An intense letter-writing campaign began directed

at anyone who might possibly be supportive of the CAC

Hundreds were received at the offices of the Fine Arts

Fund In addition phone calls flooded in daily And

one little old lady even came to the offices of the

Fine Arts Fund and delivered bible personally to its

manager with appropriate advice As they say in the

sports pages it was full court press

In certain cases where mail was directed to key

leaders and groups there were accompanying xeroxes of

pornography with exhortations like Do you want this

to be brought to Cincinnati These shots were not

from the Mapplethorpe exhibit but designed to be

representative

This illustrates hidden advantage the Arts

Center had in the controversy The anti-Mapplethorpe

forces wished to focus the public debate on the

pictures themselves But they could not reproduce them

for copyright reasons No newspapers would publish
them And the Arts Center was not going to risk

backlash by exposing them prior to the show Thus to

great extent the CCV lost the propaganda war Most

people felt they were able to protect themselves from

any pernicious effects without guidance from an outside

group The concept of preserving Cincinnatis quality

of life was overwhelmed by the Arts Center and

hostile media drumming home the very American idea of

First Amendment rights and Free Speech The CCV

was painted as bunch of reactionary rightwing

homophobic rubes who couldnt tell Rubens from

Rohrshach

The Citizens Values group turned up the pressure
on Arts Center board members in general and its

chairman Chad Wick in particular Individuals were

encouraged to stop doing business with the institution

on the basis that the CAC chairman was its Executive

V.P And support within his own organization was

eroding The Central Trust Bank by now had been

absorbed by PNC Pittsburgh based group who placed

new younger man in the top position Stirring up the

community and receiving lots of negative press was not

his idea of how to increase deposits expand loans or
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promote his career Yet as long as Wick remained
President of the Contemporary Arts Center it was clear
that the wrath of the Citizens For Community Values
would be directed at his bank The volume of negative
phone calls reached such point one day that all the
lines to the bank were jammed effectively shutting
down operations

Wick was not wholly in the dark on the CCVS
moves Through stroke of planning and good luck he
had developed mole within the CCV who kept him
apprised of upcoming actions This mole was not at

high enough level to divert or impair the CCV efforts
but he or she the identity is shielded to this day

could advise Wick of things to come

By now he was seeking some type of compromise that
would be acceptable to both the anti and pro
Mapplethorpe forces and allow him chance to escape
from the hot seat He sought the advice of an unnamed
prominent businessman and was advised that the show
should remove the two pictures of semi-nude children
These seemed mild compared to the seriously
objectionable shots being cordoned off for restricted
viewing But they represented excellent targets for
child pornography legal charges The two shots one of

young boy and another of young girl each under ten
years old showed them with their genitals exposed

In the posed picture of the boy cable appears
incongruously running from right to left in the

background Only seasoned sadomasochists like
Mapplethorpe would recognize this as symbol from
snuff films These are black market productions of

child or female sexual abuse that terminate with the

murder of the victim on camera Wick pursued their
removal from the show In the week before the opening
he ordered Barrie to take the two pictures off the
wall Barrie strongly disagreed He felt this lacked
cultural integrity And besides it was understood
among museums that no changes should be made in touring
exhibits

Finally compromise was reached in which the

pictures would be placed in folder in Barries office
and shown only to those who asked to see them The key
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point was that the photos were off the wall i.e not

part of the easily observable exhibit But Barrie

extracted concession from Wick this action would be

taken providing that neither Wick nor the CAC would go

public with the decision

At this point the mole reported that major

picketing effort had been scheduled before the bank

which would include signs protestors and as ugly and

public confrontation as possible The new CEO of the

bank was buckling under the pressure Wick then tried

to arrange meeting with one of the key supporters of

the CCV an activist Presbyterian minister to lay out

his compromise The minister refused to see him The

anti-Napplethorpe forces did not want any solution

They wanted the show to be cancelled

During these confusing days the effort to unhinge
the Fine Arts Fund drive came very close to success

with the General Electric employee group As

background this drive within drive represented
some 8% of total Fine Arts Fund dollars This was

sizable chunk of money and key to success Knowing

this the CCV targeted selected employees with mailings
of pornographic material with provocative statements

like Do you want your dollars to support this type of

filth And from employee comments it looked as if

this thrust was going to be very damaging

The fund leadership huddled with Wick and the

upshot was that the CAC withdrew from the fund for that

year receiving only monies that individuals would

specifically direct to it This action caused heavy

paperwork load as the Fund then had to send out some

18000 letters to people who had already pledged or

given to see if they wished to have any of their

dollars allocated to the CAC and by how much

In any case this saved the day with the GE

employees Their campaign proceeded and returned

reliable bloc of funds There was inherent strength in

the Fine Arts Fund concept with emphasis on raising

money collectively for the attack on the drive created

backlash among the seven other arts groups and their

supporters While they might have held their noses
when making pledges to the overall drive knowing that
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some of their money could wind up supporting shows like

the Mapplethorpe they were not about to let the

concept success and support of the Fine Arts Fund be

undermined by this single event

Now back to the deadlock on how to handle the hot

pictures Seeing no way to find middle ground and
with his employer coming under increasing attack
because of his role Wick decided it was time to resign
as chairman of the Contemporary Arts Center In

addition to the letters directed at him and his

employer his wife had also received bomb threat at

their home His association with the Arts Center
which had started as good feeling gesture to

support civic activity had turned into nightmare
But he did not wish to resign without identifying
successor To do otherwise would have left the CAC in

even greater disarray

Who would take the job The first choice was
bluff amiable beer distributor with lots of money and

penchant for non-profit service He was already
member of the CAC board and well-acquainted with the

crisis After talking the matter over for an hour he

agreed to take it on with an announcement to be made
the next day Wick heaved sigh of relief But at
1100 oclock that night the prospective candidate

phoned to withdraw for business reasons He had
reviewed the matter with individuals in his

organization and some major customers One of the
latter said that hed never sell another bottle or can
of the distributors beer if he took on the CAC
presidency

The next choice was an academic the Dean of the
School of Design Art and Architecture at U.C He

thought it would be fine but needed to check with the
U.S president Next morning he called regretfully
declining the offer Time was running out

Wick then decided to involve the business

community The leaders of the most important companies
in the area comprised the Cincinnati Business Committee
or CBC Wick sat down with the head of that group and
they mulled over the possibilities They identified

young colorful and publicity-seeking entrepreneur who
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controlled his own companies and did not have the

customers in the area that could sway his viewpoint
He also happened to be on the CAC board He agreed to

the appointment with alacrity and the announcement was

made just as the show was about to open

The new chairman was told about the removal of the

two kids pictures and promptly reversed this position
siding with Barrie The stage was now set for direct

confrontation between the opposing forces

The preview show was very well attended

Mapplethorpe was not the only newsworthy event in the

Queen City President George Bush had come to town to

throw out the first pitch of the Reds Opener and stayed
three days at the Westin At the same time Federal

court hearings on the Pete Rose gambling case were

taking place So the press had been drawn from all

over the country and even all over the world The arts

reporter for the Cincinnati Enquirer recalls that while

attending the Mapplethorpe press opening he found

microphones and TV cameras constantly being shoved into

his face while he was just trying to do his job

Anticipating an attempt by the police to shut down

the show the CAC tried pre-emptive strike During
the week prior to the shows opening the museum sought
court protection that the show did not contain obscene
material But the judge on the case made no decision

Warnings were coming in from various political groups
assumed to be the Arts Center friends on the city
council of the intention of the Hamilton County
Sheriff to close the show arrest people etc

Opening Day dawned with no one quite sure what was

going to happen It was Saturday April 30 1990 The

media were in frenzy sensing big story And the

crowds were huge

Without fanfare or announcement members of the

Grand Jury slipped into the show shortly after the

opening Only the eagle-eyed Enquirer reporter spotted

them mainly because they were accompanied by burly

types with their hips bulging with ill-concealed

weapons police officers in civilian clothes Barrie

and his staff were unaware of their presence and
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briefly thought that they had faced down the

opposition Any such sanguine thoughts were dispelled
that afternoon after the Grand Jury had met and issued
the indictment Then two plainclothesmen and some
fifteen cops in uniform entered the Contemporary Arts
premises accompanied by loud boos from the estimated
1500 people crowded in and around the locale The

police told Barrie and the CAC attorneys that there
would be no arrests and that none of the photos
would be seized At the same time Barrie and the Arts
Center were indicted on obscenity charges and use of

children in nudity oriented material The galleries
were evacuated so the pictures could be copied as

photographic evidence Everyone was forced out of the

building There were few minor scuffles because the

crowd was jammed into the atrium and feelings were
running high Barrie was concerned about public safety
and potential violence In dramatic scene he

addressed the crowd from the balcony stating that the
show would re-open closing only for 60 to 90 minutes

In TV press conference shortly thereafter the

Hamilton County Sheriff demanded that the photos be

taken down or more charges would be levied meeting
the next morning Sunday of the Arts Center board
found them defiant They agreed to seek Federal

injunction to prevent seizure seeking to shift the

argument from one of pornography to one of free speech
This was the pivotal moment in the cultural battle
between the two groups Would the Mapplethorpe Exhibit
be shut down or not

The answer came when Federal judge issued

ruling later that Sunday that the show could go on but

that trial would be held on the charges at later
date

The resulting hoopla was press agents dream
The crowds were enormous and the publicity national
even worldwide The exhibit ran for six weeks and drew
almost 80000 people By comparison normal show at

the CAC today is considered great success if it can
pull 20000 in twelve weeks twice the time the

Mapplethorpe was on display Another benchmark of the

shows pulling power is the comparison with total
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attendance for calendar 1998 of 58000 compared to the

80000 in six weeks of Mapplethorpe

But now back to the start of the tale and to the

man in the golf cart who received the news the same

Saturday the show opened that Lindner and his companies
would not contribute their estimated $250000 to the

drive that year The next day the drive chairman

huddled with the head of the overall Institute of Fine

Arts on how to save the campaign with only two days to

go In their minds the campaign could not fail simply
because of the Mapplethorpe controversy The concept
of the collective guilt or pain for the other seven

major arts organizations because of the transgressions
of one was just not acceptable And so they took to

the phones for one last effort For seven hours they
called and explained the need for one-time emergency
contributions to make up the shortfall By the end of

the day they had received support from 56 groups
comprising companies foundations and 42

individuals with pledges ranging from $500 to $20000
each One individual and his company gave
significant amount to bridge the gap He was not
normal Fine Arts Fund supporter and has not been one
since

Thus it was possible for the campaign chairman to

announce at the wrap-up meeting on Tuesday afternoon
May that the goal of $5100000 had not only been
met but slightly surpassed

In spasm of civic conscience Lindner and his

companies later that month sent individual checks to

several of the arts organizations The amounts were
substantial but still not equal to the missing quota
for the drive This approach was evidently taken to

avoid any hint of supporting the FAF which had

soldiered through the campaign before severing itself

from the CAC and instituting the solution of directed

gifts only to the CAC

The trial opened in September and proved an anti
climax Having lost in its efforts to stop the show

from opening the anti-Mapplethorpe forces were

straight-forward but uninspired The job of

prosecuting the case was juggled like hot potato
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between the top guns of the county and city Finally
the task fell to lower level prosecutor who was
overmatched by his opponents

The Arts Center in contrast drew strength from
its victory in holding the show and brought in lots of

willing witnesses from arts groups across the country
to testify to the rightness of their cause One
awkward question they never were able to answer clearly
was whether pornography could be art Notably absent
from the defendants corner was the Cincinnati Art

Museum which evidently felt the cause was not burning
enough to alienate its constituency

The trial turned out as expected with acquittal of

the Contemporary Arts Center and its director Just as

star athlete will tour the arena after particularly
outstanding performance Dennis Barrie began to show up
around the country on college campuses among art

groups and any other interested organizations to

trumpet the triumph and bask in the acclaim This
stance did not sit well in the local community It was

felt unseemly to sully the name of the city of

Cincinnati whose institutions had stood up pretty well
under the assault And so Barrie was dismissed as

poor winner

The Arts Center finances and membership blossomed
for year or so and then showed severe withdrawal

symptoms By the Spring of 1992 membership was below

pre-Mapplethorpe levels and Dennis Barrie was eased
out of his job

In 1993 he was named the Director of the new Rock
Roll Hall of Fame in Cleveland There he was

involved in the conception planning and construction
of that facility as well as its initial operation But

by March 1996 he was again let go Today hes still

in Cleveland working for company that is developing
and operating combined museum/entertainment complexes
in major cities

And what of the other players in the drama The

woman who ran the Corcoran Museum in Washington and
lost her job is now Director of the well-heeled Norton
Museum of Art in West Palm Beach Florida She
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evidently still has bad memories of the affair as she

politely but firmly refused my request for an
interview Others have also neither forgiven nor

forgotten The Presbyterian minister who rejected the

compromise on the childrens pictures was always too

busy to discuss the matter with me The current head

of the Citizens for Community Values who was the self-

styled Director of Media in the anti-Mapplethorpe

planning let me know in no uncertain terms that he had

nothing further to say on the matter Carl Lindners
executive secretary told me frostily that Mr Lindner

never grants interviews to the press When

protested that that was not my profession she

abbreviated her response to say Mr Lindner never

gives interviews

On the other hand many others were willing to

tell their side of the story Chad Wick who was
forced out of the bank three months after the show

closed spoke for the first time on the record He is

now President of $15OMM foundation supporting
education initiatives in Ohio The CCV leader Monty
Lobb now serves as the Chief Legal Counsel for the

Ohio Secretary of State Ken Blackwell former

Literary Club member Many others have been generous
of their time

Robert Mapplethorpe himself died one year before
the show came to Cincinnati The woman who helped him

put it all together resides on East 72nd Street in New
York and is now teaching asked her why the
brochures that accompanied the show contained none of

the questionable pictures particularly if they were
considered to be important works of art by the artist

himself She brushed off the matter claiming lack

of time to get them into the brochure This seems

disingenuous at best and exemplifies for me the

arrogance of the art world in deciding to project its

selected images no matter what

What can we conclude from this culture war of

years ago In my view neither side came off very well
The pro-Mapplethorpe forces fudged the facts or lied
depending on your viewpoint to avoid public scrutiny
And they skirted the issue that the artist was by his

own admission an advocate of pornography as art
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On the other side the anti-Mapplethorpe group was

guilty of sledgehammer tactics designed to destroy
anything in its way

Although the effort to block the show was not

successful in the short-term it has had strong
effect on the arts world on the type of material deemed

acceptable for display use or support For example
the National Endowment for the Arts was riding high
with an annual appropriation of $270000000 when

Mapplethorpe hit Since that time its appropriations
have been slashed twice First to $160000000 and
then to the current level of about $100000000 Its
been lucky to escape with its bureaucratic life and
lives under Congressional mandate that it will not

knowingly subsidize or promote obscene material This
has led to what the avant garde art community ruefully
describes as self-censorship of any Ildisturbingi
material

The ground rules for NEA funding have also

changed Pre-Mapplethorpe the artists could do pretty
much as they pleased Review boards that decided on
funding were made up of peers who were reluctant or

unwilling to turn down pet projects of their fellow
artists Thats changed Now layman sits on each
of these boards But more important theres
sensitivity in the NEA to avoid the blatantly
offensive Theyre paying attention to taxpayer
values which raises the larger question of whether the

country needs or should have an NEA or not

asked the current head of the CAC if his group
would sponsor Mapplethorpe today He is small and

well-spoken and wisely avoided direct reply But he

smiled ruefully and said Im not naïve and Im not

ignorant That seems good answer as the Center is

gearing up for the construction of its new multi-
million dollar home at the corner of Sixth and Walnut
They have no interest in roiling the waters with
another culture clash But there is irony in his
referral to the new building as the biggest thing to

happen to the CAC since the Mapplethorpe Exhibit

leave the last word to Dennis Barrie He stared
out of his office window in downtown Cleveland two
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months ago and said in low voice as our interview

came to close You know think we won the battle

but lost the war

CONCH CANT

June 1999 Charles Carothers

Forty-five years ago was finishing my
orthopaedic residency in Memphis and realized that

had to pick place to begin gainful practice and

probably spend the rest of my life The majority of my
cohorts at the Willis Campbell Clinic had leanings
south of the Mason-Dixon Line or in the West
Connecticut Yankee was going back to his stomping
grounds in Hartford and Canadian confreres were

returning to man to their home provinces including
British Columbia Saskatchewan and Ontario While the

thought of returning home to Cincinnati to walk up the

steps at 409 Broadway as the third generation in 65

year old practice was always in the back of my mind it

did not have the vitality or glamour exposed on several

previous short winter visits in South Florida

widely known orthopaedist at that time team

physician for the Dolphins was encouraging me to come
into his practice The invitation to head south with

my wife and pursue the matter seriously was punctuated
by call from my cousin former Harvard Medical

School co-student urging me to make the trip but

emphatically adding that much more desirable

opportunity was awaiting my investigation Subsequent
days in Miami were hectic for two orthopaedic camps
were vying to interest the Carothers in making this

move Wining and dining in the evening hours was
followed by days revealing the professional assets of

the respective practices The sports doc topped his

assets with walk through his home to private dock
where an ocean racing yawl was proudly displayed This
had great appeal since sailing had been my summer


